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Abstract 

 

Virtual Ring Routing (VRR) is an ad-hoc routing protocol that avoids flooding the network. It 

uses location independent identifiers for packet routing. However, VRR does not take into 

consideration the amount of energy in nodes, leading to the failure of several nodes in the 

network. To resolve this problem, we have adopted a hierarchical Distributed Hash Table in 

the VRR architecture. In the resulting architecture, the energy powerful sensors are 

responsible for most message traffic. Weak sensors are then utilized less frequently than 

powerful sensors. The experimental results show that Coral-based VRR consumes less energy 

than VRR and extends the network lifetime. 

 

Keywords: Wireless Sensor Networks, Energy-aware routing, Virtual Ring Routing, 

hierarchical Distributed Hash Table 
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1. Introduction 

Recent advances in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have motivated the development 

of specific routing protocols. Energy awareness is very crucial in the development of these 

protocols [1] [2]. In fact, the amount of energy in sensor nodes is so critical that energy cost-

effectiveness becomes the most important constraint in WSNs.  

Several routing protocols have been developed to solve WSNs challenges. They are 

classified into different classes [3]. Data centric protocols [4] use advertisements before data 

transmission in order to avoid redundancy. Hierarchical protocols [5] classify nodes into 

clusters and perform large hops in each cluster. Cluster heads perform some message 

aggregation in order to save energy. Location-based protocols [6] use the position information 

in order to forward data to the final destination. Identity-based protocols ensure routing on the 

identities themselves without having location information in the packet header.  

VRR [7] is the first scalable identity-based protocol. It has a design inspired by 

Distributed Hash Table (DHT) overlays. VRR avoids flooding the network and organizes 

nodes into a virtual ring ordered by their location independent identifiers. Routing is achieved 

using only these semantic-free identifiers. However, VRR does not take into consideration the 

amount of energy in nodes, leading to frequent node failure.  

To resolve this problem, this paper proposes a hierarchical VRR based on nodes energy 

amounts. The hierarchy structure is inspired by Coral [8], a hierarchical DHT system. The 

proposed architecture, called Coral-based VRR, classifies the nodes in a hierarchical manner, 

for example, in three nested virtual rings (the regular peers ring, the superpeers ring and the 

hyperpeers ring), according to their amount of energy. Routing in each ring is performed by 

the VRR protocol. To send a packet from a node to another, the packet uses mainly the 

hyperpeers ring. The others rings are just used to reach the hyperpeers ring. In this manner, 

powerful nodes are more solicited than others nodes, leading to a longer network lifetime. The 

proposed approach is evaluated by simulations and compared to VRR. The experiments show 

that our approach outperforms VRR in terms of energy consumption, end-to-end delay, 

routing performance and network lifetime. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the 

VRR protocol. Section 3 describes the proposed Coral-based VRR approach. Simulation 

results are reported in section 4. Section 5 presents the related work and finally section 6 

concludes the paper. 

2. Virtual Ring Routing 

VRR is a scalable identity-based routing protocol. Nodes have location-independent 

identifiers and are organized into a virtual ring ordered by their identifiers. Fig.1 shows the 

mapping between physical and logical topology in a virtual ring. 

Each node in VRR maintains in its routing table: 

 

 A virtual neighbor set (called also endpoints) containing generally the node identifiers 

of 2 closest neighbors clockwise in the virtual ring and 2 closest neighbors counter 

clockwise. Paths to these nodes are called vset-paths. 

 A physical neighbor set containing the identifiers of the physical neighbors towards 

virtual neighbors.  
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To forward messages from a node to another, VRR chooses the node having the closest 

identifier to the destination, and forwards the message to its corresponding next physical hop. 

The nodes along a routing path store the next hop towards each path endpoint in a routing 

table. 

 

 
Figure 1. Virtual and physical structure in VRR 

Table 1 shows the routing table of the node C4B. The first two entries are vset-paths to 

C4B's virtual neighbors (E57 and 02A). The third entry is an example of a virtual path in 

which the node C4B participated in its construction without being one of its endpoints. The 

three last entries are paths to the C4B's physical neighbors. 

 

 

 Table1.Sample routing table for the node C4B 

Endpoint A Endpoint B Next A Next B Path id 

E57 C4B 2FB NULL 04 

02A C4B 8D2 NULL 10 

4F6 631 2FB 8D2 07 

C4B 8D2 NULL 8D2 FF 

C4B A15 NULL A15 FF 

C4B 2FB NULL 2FB FF 
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VRR is scalable and supports mobility and fault tolerance. However, VRR is not an 

energy-aware routing protocol. In the next section, we propose Coral-based VRR that 

classifies the nodes in a hierarchical manner depending on their amount of energy. Packets are 

routed by doing large hops towards the nodes having an important amount of energy, while 

avoiding poor energy nodes. 

3. Coral-based Virtual Ring Routing 

3.1 Coral 

Coral is a hierarchical DHT system that classifies the nodes in different levels. Nodes in 

each level are organized into a virtual ring. Each level has a subset of the nodes belonging to 

the previous level: the first level, also called the highest level, includes all nodes; the second 

level is a subset of the first level (previous level) and so on. This hierarchical classification 

enables a rapid data lookup. Indeed, packets are routed mostly in the lower level ring (that is 

holding the minimal number of nodes). This enables large routing hops and consequently 

minimizes the data lookup cost. For example, in fig.2, to find a key (it can be a file URL), 

node r starts the search in the lowest level (arrows number 1 and 2), and since the node t2 

does not store the key and this node is the closest one to the key in the lowest level, the 

lookup continues on the higher level (arrows number 3 and 4) until finding the node having 

the key (the node t0). 

 

 
 Figure 2. Coral architecture 

 

3.2. Overview of the proposed Coral-based VRR architecture 

In Coral-based VRR, nodes are classified into three classes: 
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 Peers are the nodes having a critical amount of energy (for example less than 3 

Joules). 

 Superpeers are the nodes having more energy than peers (for example between 3 and 5 

Joules). 

 Hyperpeers are the nodes having a big amount of energy (for example more than 5 

Joules). 

These nodes are structured hierarchically like in Coral. The first level in Coral-based 

VRR includes all types of nodes: peers, superpeers and hyperpeers. The second level excludes 

the peers having critical amount of energy (according to a given threshold), thus containing 

only superpeers and hyperpeers nodes. The third level includes only hyperpeers, the most 

powerful nodes in the network.  

3.3. Node joining 

When a node joins the network, it sets its type (a peer, a superpeer, or an hyperpeer) 

according to a superpeer-specific threshold and a hyperpeer-specific threshold. If the joining 

node is a regular peer, it should be positioned only in the first ring (peers ring). But if the node 

is a superpeer, it should be positioned in the peers ring and the superpeers ring. Otherwise, it 

should search its place in the three rings. To perform the joining procedure, Coral-based VRR 

uses different types of messages:  

 

 Hello messages are used to find physical neighbors. 

 Setup-request messages search the virtual neighbours peers, virtual neighbors 

superpeers and virtual neighbors hyperpeers of the joining node. 

 Setup messages are routed back to the joining node in order to inform it of its virtual 

neighbours peers, superpeers and hyperpeers. These messages are used to setup the 

virtual paths between the source and the destination.  

 

 For example, a network of 8 nodes which have the following identifiers: 02A, 2FB, 4F6, 

631, 8D2, A15, C4B, E57. The physical structure of this network is given in fig.1. Nodes 

having the identifiers 02A, A15, 4F6 are superpeers, the other nodes are peers. When the 

superpeer 632 joins the network, the following steps occur: 

 

1) The joining node applies the VRR joining process in order to be well positioned in the 

peers ring (between the nodes having the identifiers 631 and 8D2). 

2) The virtual neighbor 631 forwards the setup-request message to its virtual neighbour 

8D2. 

3) The node having the identifier 8D2, forwards the setup-request message to the next 

virtual hop A15. 

4) A15 receives the setup-request message, and since A15 is a superpeer, it does not 

forward the message to the next virtual neighbor peer C4B, but it relays the message 

to the superpeers ring and applies the VRR joining procedure in the superpeers ring.  

At the end of these steps, the node with identifier 632 is well positioned in the 

superpeers ring. 

 

Algorithm 1 presents a pseudo code of the node joining process in the proposed approach. 
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Algorithm 1 Coral-based VRR node joins pseudo code 

 

1: if energy>= threshold1 then 

2: status= hyperpeer 

3: else 

4:      if energy >= threshold2 then 

5:         status = superpeer 

6:    else 

7:         status = peer 

8: VRR-Process (RegularPeersLevel, NodeId) 

9: Receive setup-request (message) 

10: if status = peer then 

11:      VRR-Process (RegularPeersLevel, NodeId) 

12: else 

13:     if status = superpeer then 

14:         if IamNearestHop(message.nodeId) =false then 

15:             VRR-process (SuperpeersLevel, NodeId) 

16:         else 

17:               if message.level=peer then 

18:                  VRR-process (RegularPeersLevel, NodeId) 

19:              else  

20:                   if message.level=superpeer then 

21:                      Send-setup (me, nodeId, nh, nVirt, 2, Superpeer, VsetSupepeer ) 

22:                   else 

23:                      Send-setup (me, nodeId, nh, nVirt, 3, Superpeer, VsetSupepeer) 

24:                      Send-setup-request (me, nodeId, nh, me.Succ, 3, hyperpeer) 

25:      else 

26:          if IamNearestHop(message.nodeId) =false then 

27:              VRR-process (HyperpeersLevel, NodeId) 

28:         else 

29:                 if message.level=hyperpeer then 

30:                    Send-setup (me, nodeId, nh, nVirt, 3, Hyperpeer, VsetHyperpeer) 

31:                 else 

32:                     VRR-process (Superpeerslevel, NodeId) 

 

 In this algorithm, me is the identifier of the local node, nh is the next physical hop, nVirt 

is the next virtual hop, NodeId is the identifier of the joining node, Succ is the immediate 

successor node, VRR-process(RegularPeersLevel, NodeId), VRR-process(SuperpeersLevel, 

NodeId) and VRR-process(HyperpeersLevel, NodeId) apply the VRR signaling procedure 

respectively in the first ring (peers ring), in the second ring (superpeers ring) and in the third 

and final ring (hyperpeers ring), the message level gives the current step in the joining 

procedure. IamNearestHop () is a boolean function that returns true if the current node is the 

nearest one to the destination. VsetSuperpeer and VsetHyperpeer are respectively the set of 

virtual neighbours superpeer and the set of virtual neighbors hyperpeer of the source node that 

sent the setup message. 

3.4 Data packet routing 

Coral-based VRR routes data packets to destination identifiers as follows. When a packet 

is received by a regular peer, the packet is forwarded using the VRR forwarding algorithm, 
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until to find the destination identifier or to find a superpeer. In the second case, the packet is 

routed in the superpeers ring using the VRR forwarding algorithm, until to find the destination 

identifier, or to find a hyperpeer. If it finds an hyperpeer, the VRR forwarding algorithm is 

used in the hyperpeers ring until reaching the destination identifier in that ring. If there is not 

such hyperpeer, the packet descends to the superpeers level, then to the regular peers level, 

until reaching the destination identifier. For example, the fig.3 shows how a packet is 

transmitted from the node 2 to the node 40, using the proposed routing approach. The figure 

shows also the path of the same packet using the VRR approach. Compared to VRR, the 

proposed approach performs clearly less hops toward the destination node (10 hops with VRR 

and only 6 hops with Coral-based VRR). 

 
Figure 3. Coral-based VRR architecture 

 

Algorithm 2 explains the data packet routing in Coral-based VRR.  

 

Algorithm 2 Pseudo code for Coral-based VRR data routing 

 

1: Receive datapacket (packet) 

2: if status=peer then 
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3:     VRR-Routing-process (RegularPeersLevel, destination) 

4: else 

5:     if status = superpeer then 

6:         if IamNearestHop (destination) =false then 

7:             VRR-Routing-process (SuperpeersLevel, destination) 

8:         else 

9:             VRR-Routing-process (RegularPeersLevel, destination) 

10:   else 

11:       if IamNearestHop (destination) =false then 

12:          VRR-Routing-process (HyperpeersLevel, destination) 

13:      else 

14:           VRR-Routing-process (SuperpeersLevel, destination) 

 

VRR-Routing-process (RegularPeersLevel, destination), VRR-Routing-process 

(SuperpeersLevel, destination), VRR-Routing-process (HyperpeersLevel, destination) apply 

the VRR routing process respectively in the regular peers ring, in the superpeers ring and in 

the hyperpeers ring. IamNearestHop (destination) is a boolean function which indicates that 

the current node is the closest node to the destination in the actual ring or not. 

3.5 Node and link failures 

Nodes mobility or failures make a lot of changes in the network topology, but these 

changes shouldn't affect the network consistency. All reparations and updates should be done 

in a timely fashion. In Coral-based VRR, the failure detection and repair can be performed in 

a similar way as in VRR. The routing of signaling messages, such as teardown messages 

which are sent when a node is no longer a virtual neighbour of another node, is performed by 

the proposed Coral-based VRR routing process. 

 

3.6 Node dynamic state 

Since hyperpeers are more solicited than other nodes in Coral-based VRR, their amounts 

of energy will be degraded rapidly and reach the superpeer threshold. In this case, an 

hyperpeer leaves the hyperpeers ring and will belong only to the superpeers ring and the peers 

ring. Similarly, if the amount of energy of a given superpeer reaches the peers threshold, the 

said superpeer leaves the superpeers ring and will belong only to the peers ring. Hence, after a 

while, all hyperpeers and superpeers will disappear and all nodes become regular peers. The 

advantage here is that we have exploited the energies of the most powerful nodes before their 

leaving. 

4. Simulation 

We have evaluated the proposed Coral-based VRR using the NS-2.33 simulator [9], 

supporting sensor networks simulations. The simulation compares the performance of Coral-

based VRR system to the VRR system. Nodes are placed randomly and organized into two 

levels: the peers ring and superpeers ring. The superpeers have an initial amount of energy 

equal to 5 Joules and the regular peers have an initial amount of energy equal to 3 Joules.  All 

nodes have the same transmission power (8.5872 * 10
–4

W), and their transmission range is 40 

meters.  

A first experiment evaluates the routing performance. It determines the number of 

contacted nodes (for packets routing) according to the network size. Fig.4 shows that Coral-
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based VRR outperforms VRR for all network sizes. In Coral-based VRR, packets perform 

large virtual hops toward their destinations thanks to the hierarchical structure of Coral-based 

VRR.  

A second experiment determines the average latency time of the packets routing 

according to the network size. Fig.5 shows that Coral-based VRR achieves low delays since it 

performs few logical hops toward packets destinations.  

A third experiment measures the energy consumption variation along the time in a 

network of 30 nodes. A FTP traffic is generated in the network. Fig.6 shows that Coral-based 

VRR consumes globally less energy than VRR. In the setup phase (until 900 seconds), the 

Coral-based VRR consumes more energy than VRR due to the routing of extra messages for 

the superpeer joining process. In the packets routing phase, Coral-based VRR consumes 

clearly less energy than VRR since VRR contacts more nodes. Furthermore, this energy 

optimization increases the network lifetime. Fig.7 shows that the number of dead nodes in 

VRR increases more rapidly than in Coral-based VRR, since our approach avoids sending 

messages to critical energy nodes. 

 

Figure 4.  Routing performance 
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Figure 5. Average end-to-end delay 

 

Figure 6. Variation of energy consumption along the time 
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Figure 7. Network lifetime 

5. Related work 

 

5.1 DHT based routing protocols in wireless sensor networks 

We can classify DHT based approaches in Wireless Sensor Networks in 3 classes: real-

location based, virtual location based and location independent [10]. Geographic Hash Tables 

(GHT) [11] is a real-location based protocol that looks at a sensor network as a distributed 

database. GHT hashes keys into geographic locations so that a data item is stored on the 

sensor node geographically nearest to the hash of its corresponding key. GHT is simple and 

provides good load balancing in storage. Coral-based VRR manages successfully nodes 

mobility while GHT presents some weaknesses when nodes move or disconnect.  

Geographic Routing Without Location Information (GRWLI) [12] is a virtual coordinate 

based protocol. Its architecture consists of a n-dimensional virtual coordinate system. The 

virtual coordinates for nodes are based essentially on the distance and the number of hops 

between the nodes. The main limit of this routing protocol is that the virtual coordinate 

assignment requires very long time to converge which lead to a further energy consumption, 

while in Coral-based VRR, the virtual identifiers assignment do not require any additional 

work, and can simply be the MAC addresses, which would preserve the energy consumption.     

Tiered Chord (TChord) [13] is a simplified mapping of Chord on sensor networks. Sensor 

nodes are organized into a ring and all messages are routed clockwise. In every ring, there is 

at least one master node with a high power. This master node has information about all its 

slave nodes and O (log N) other master nodes in its local finger table. So, the master node will 

be more solicited in the routing than slave nodes. The main advantage of this approach is that 

it takes into account the diversity of nodes characteristics in the routing. However, the routing 
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table size of master nodes can increase significantly with increasing network size. In Coral-

based VRR, routing tables do not depend on network size.  

Virtual Cord Protocol (VCP) [14] is a virtual location based and DHT-like protocol. VCP 

combines successfully routing techniques as well as DHT services. However, VCP does not 

take into account the node characteristics. 

 

5.2 Energy-aware routing protocol 

There are a tremendous number of proposed energy-aware routing protocols for wireless 

sensor networks. We focus on the most popular ones. 

 Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) [5] forms clusters and uses the 

cluster heads as routers to the sink. All data compressions are done in every cluster. LEACH 

minimizes significantly energy consumption and is completely distributed. However, it uses 

one hop routing from the cluster head to the sink. This makes it inapplicable in extended 

regions.  

 Power-efficient Gathering in Sensor Information Systems (PEGASIS) [15] is a LEACH 

enhancement. In PEGASIS, nodes communicate only with their closest nodes by forming 

chains at the place of clusters. Only one sensor from the chain transmits to the base station. 

PEGASIS optimizes more effectively power consumption than LEACH since it avoids the 

LEACH overhead caused by dynamic cluster formation. PEGASIS reduces the number of 

transmissions and receptions thanks to data aggregation.  

Hierarchical-PEGASIS [16] is an extension to PEGASIS that aims to reduce the 

transmission delay and to gather data effectively by considering the metric energy * delay.  

Threshold sensitive Energy Efficient sensor Network protocol (TEEN) [17] is designed 

for the sudden changes in the sensed attributes by the use of two limits: soft and hard 

thresholds: The hard threshold is the minimal value of the attribute that the sensor should 

transmit to the cluster head. If the sensor senses only the values beyond the hard threshold, it 

doesn’t transmit data only if the difference between the two sensed attributes is equal or 

greater than the soft threshold. This approach reduces significantly the number of transmitted 

messages.  

 Adaptative Threshold sensitive Energy Efficient sensor Network protocol (APTEEN) 

[18] is a TEEN extension. When the base station forms the clusters, the cluster heads 

broadcast three types of information: the attributes, the thresholds values, transmission time 

slots.  

In Self organizing protocol [19], sensor nodes are heterogeneous and can be mobile or 

static. Some sensor nodes collect data and send it to router nodes. Gathered data are sent to 

the sink nodes. The use of self organizing protocol offers a very low cost of routing table 

maintenance and also it is fault tolerant.  

Energy Aware Intra Cluster Routing (EAICR) [20] aims at optimizing energy 

consumption for the closest nodes to the sensed phenomenon. The former nodes perform 

direct routing to the cluster head in order to save their energy whereas other nodes perform 

multi hop routing.   
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6. Conclusions 

In this paper, we have proposed Coral-based VRR, an energy-aware ad-hoc routing 

protocol based on location independent identifiers. The proposed protocol takes into account 

nodes heterogeneity and adopts a hierarchical DHT in the VRR routing. Sensor nodes are 

classified according to their available energy. Coral-based VRR routing avoids energy 

constrained nodes and performs big logical hops among most powerful nodes. 

 Performance results show that Coral-based VRR outperforms VRR in terms of energy 

optimization, transmission delay, routing performance and network lifetime.  

We believe that Coral-based VRR will be a promising routing protocol in wireless sensor 

networks for many applications such as objects tracking and environmental data collection 

because it offers both good routing performance and energy optimization.  
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